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Introdu tion
One of the most a tive resear h areas in astrophysi s is the investigation of the
earliest phases of star formation and the physi al parameters of young stellar obje ts.
The study of this resear h area started de ades ago in several institutes in Hungary,
su h as the Konkoly Observatory, the Eötvös University, the University of Szeged
and the Gothard Astrophysi al Observatory and it is still on-going at a high level
with international
The

ollaborations.

old, dense interstellar matter, where star formation o

urs, is mainly ob-

servable at infrared and submillimeter wavelengths. The all-sky survey of the Plan k
satellite gave us the possibility to reveal the
international Gala ti

Cold Cores

atalog of these obje ts.
versity joined this

old

lumps in the whole Galaxy. The

ollaboration identied the sour es and made the

In 2009 the Astronomy Department of the Eötvös Uni-

ollaboration. My PhD resear h was performed as part of this

international team under the supervision of L. Viktor Toth, the leading resear her at
the Eötvös University on this proje t. Our group's main aims were the investigation
of the Gala ti

distribution and physi al properties of the Plan k

old

lumps, and

the multispe tral study of sele ted obje ts based on the Hers hel Spa e Observatory
and follow-up observations.

Obje tives
Nearby, isolated mole ular louds are traditionally the targets of early star formation
studies. The a quired knowledge gives us information about these sele ted regions.
Thanks to the Plan k all-sky survey, the identi ation of the

old

lumps in the

whole Galaxy was possible and with high-resolution follow up measurements, we
an

hara terize their properties. How are they distributed in the Galaxy? Is there

any stru ture in their distribution? Are the physi al parameters of the

old

lumps

the same in the dierent parts of the Galaxy?
We

an also identify the sour es with extreme mass or

olumn density values,

and also the sour es lying at unusual parts of the Galaxy, e.g. without a tive star
formation. Do all

old

lumps form stars?

My aim was to nd answers to these questions. The obje tives of my resear h
were the following:
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•

Study of medium s ale (50-100 p ) distribution of Plan k
Galaxy. Identi ation and

old

lumps in the

hara terization of groups with modern mathemat-

i al methods.

•

Investigation of the stru ture of Plan k

old lumps using my own observations

as well as observations from our international team: infrared photometry from
Hers hel and radio spe tros opi

•

Identi ation and

+
data (NH3 , N2 H ).

hara terization of

old, dense

loud

ores with radiative

transfer simulation.

•

Chara terization of star formation properties of Plan k

old

lumps. Identi-

ation of young stellar obje ts and estimation of stellar parameters based on
multispe tral photometri

•

data and pre- omputed young stellar obje t models.

Study of the star formation in spa e and time taking into a

ount the envi-

ronmental parameters.

Applied methods
I investigated the medium-s ale
mum spanning tree method and

lustering of Plan k

old

lumps with the mini-

ompared the results with Monte Carlo simulated

samples.
I olle ted photometri data from ar hive databases to hara terize the properties
of young stellar obje ts. I estimated the parameters of the star-dis -envelope system
by sele ting the best tting models from an online database.
In

ase of the Plan k

lump G163.82-8.44 I used the CPPSIMU software to model

the observed ammonia line intensities. I used Python s ripts to prepare the three
dimensional distribution of the density and temperature of the obje t.
I used Python and IDL s ripts for analyzing, pro essing and plotting the data. For the preparation of the radio spe tros opi

observations and redu tion and

analysis of the observed data, I used the appropriate softwares (ASTRO, CLASS,
GREG) from the Gildas software pa kage.
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Theses
1. I studied the distribution of Plan k
well-known, nearby
forming

lumps for the whole sky and in the

omplex of the Taurus-Auriga-Perseus and California star-

louds. I identied

(C3PO) and

old

lump pairs and groups in the Plan k

loud sample

ompared my results with Monte Carlo simulated (MC) samples.

For the all-sky data, the MC samples show 30% fewer groups (at 25-σ ) than
in C3PO. The fra tion of larger groups (with at least 4 members) is 38% in
the Taurus-Orion region and 28% over the whole sky.

These fra tions are

signi antly higher than the mean values derived from the MC simulations.
However, the mean elongation of the laments in the MC samples does not
dier from that in C3PO.

2. I derived the parameters (distan e, size, dust temperature,
mass) of 48 Plan k
the Gala ti

loud

lumps

overed by the Hers hel Hi-GAL survey in

Plane. Most of the Plan k

About 25% of the

olumn density and

lumps

ontain signs of star formation.

lumps are massive enough to form high-mass stars and star

lusters sin e they ex eed the empiri al threshold for massive star formation.
Plan k

lumps toward the Gala ti

enter region show higher peak

densities and higher average dust temperatures than those of the

olumn

lumps in the

outer Galaxy. I identied ve parti ularly interesting obje ts in the Gala ti
plane that are good
line studies.

andidates for higher resolution

ontinuum and mole ular

Three of these obje ts, lo ated in the inner Galaxy, fulll the

riteria of massive star and star

luster formation, and do not show eviden e of

high mass star formation. These obje ts are thus ex ellent templates to study
the earliest phases of massive star and star

luster formation.

Two obje ts

were found in the outer part of the Galaxy, whi h also fulll the massive star
formation

riteria and already show signs of massive star formation.

3. High Gala ti

latitude

louds with |b|>30 are usually nearby, low density

louds without signs of star formation. Based on previous studies, there are
two

louds, L1642 and MBM12, whi h show a tive star formation. I studied

the infrared sour es in the dire tion of L1642 and estimated the parameters
of three young stellar obje ts.

Their masses are between 0,2-1,6 M⊙ , and

temperatures are 2800-4600 K. One of the sour es appears to be a young stellar
3

obje t forming inside the L1642
as previously

loud, instead of a foreground brown dwarf,

lassied.

4. In the California nebulae I have hara terized the star formation, whi h started
several million years ago and the formation of low- and medium-mass stars is
still on-going. I analyzed 62 infrared point sour es in the G163.82-8.44 Plan k
old

lump and found 11 low-mass and 2 medium-mass young stellar obje ts

at dierent evolutionary stages. I estimated their parameters with the use of
pre- omputed YSO models. Their estimated masses are between 0,1-5,5 M⊙ ,
with temperatures of 3500-7500 K.

5. In the California nebulae, I identied the densest
Plan k

old

ore in the G163.82-8.44

lump based on Hers hel data and observed this

felsberg 100 m teles ope. I have found a

ore with the Ef-

ore with double velo ity

omponents

based on observations of the ammonia spe tral line. The good signal-to-noise
ratio of the data,

oupled with high velo ity-resolution, allowed me to model

the density and temperature prole of the
ing. The temperature of the

ore with radiative transfer model-

ores are the same, however their sizes and masses

dier with fa tors of 6 and 10, respe tively.

6. Previous Hers hel observations of the infrared dark
more than 20
with three

loud, G11.09-0.10 revealed

ores in dierent evolutionary stages.

I sele ted a subregion

ores in dierent evolutionary stages and investigated them with

mole ular line observation from the PdBI interferometer. In three
G11.09-0.10 Plan k

old

lump, I identied 9 fragments with interferometri

observations. Their sizes are 0.08-0.17 p
of the

ores of the

and their masses are 6-45 M⊙ . Two

ores are gravitationally bound.

Con lusion and outlook
Based on the MST method, strong
The distribution of

lustering was seen for the Plan k

old

lumps.

old, dense interstellar matter shows stru tures as large as typi-

al, isolated mole ular

louds. The

old

lumps lo ated

lose to the Gala ti

show higher temperature and density values than the average.
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Center

I studied the star formation at low-, medium- and high- gala ti
regions show star-formation, but not every Plan k
stellar sour es.

In larger

lump

lusters, stars

old

latitudes. All

lump has asso iated young

an form

ontinuously for several

million years.
The next steps towards the detailed study of the interstellar matter are large radio spe tros opi

surveys to evaluate the mole ular

ontent of Plan k

old

lumps.

We performed an extensive study for the Taurus-Auriga-Perseues and California
star-forming regions with the 1.85 m teles ope in Osaka. Our results will be published later this year.
The Plan k

old

forming properties.

lumps show a broad variety of physi al parameters and starThey are at the fo us of attention of dierent international

resear h groups. Several thousands of
proje ts:

old lumps are surveyed as part of three main

TOP (TRAO Observations of Plan k

old

lumps), SCOPE (SCUBA-

1

2 Continuum Observations of Pre-protostellar Evolution ) and SAMPLING (SMT

2

All-sky Mapping of PLan k Interstellar Nebulae in the Galaxy ). SAMPLING is
one of the ESO Publi
toward

∼600

Plan k

Surveys, where we will obtain

12

CO and

13

CO (2-1) maps

lumps, using the SMT 12m teles ope of the Arizona Radio

Observatory.
We study 11 high-mass star-forming dense

ores from the Hi-GAL region in

dierent evolutionary stages with the APEX 12 m teles ope. This is a joint proje t
between ELTE, ESO, MPE, Ar etri Astrophysi al Observatory and Queen Mary
University of London.

Our aim is to study the

hemi al evolution of the

ores

based on mole ular abundan es and fra tionation. The observed deuteration fra tion
de reases with the evolutionary stage  this rst results will be published in autumn
2016.
As I have shown for the Plan k
ulae in my thesis, we
envelope systems and

an su

lump G163.82-8.44 and for the California neb-

essfully estimate the physi al parameters of star-dis -

hara terize the star formation properties of the

using multispe tral datasets. As part of a
zona, we are

old

lumps

ollaboration with the University of Ari-

hara terizing the star formation in several other star-forming regions.

1 https://www.eaobservatory.org/j mt/s ien e/large-programs/s ope/
2 http://sky-sampling.github.io/
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